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Abstract
Aim: The primary aim of this report is to review the “informing the public part’ of the current
recreational water quality monitoring system within the Taranaki region, considering whether the
warning signs currently employed by local authorities to warn the public are adequate. Recreational
water is monitored throughout the summer months around the Taranaki region and signage is then
put in place in areas where the public may be at risk. It is important that these signs have clear and
concise messages so that the public can avoid exposure to potential health hazards.
Methods: Sites around Taranaki were visited that had warning signs erected by local authorities in
response to recreational water quality monitoring results and photographs taken and GPS data
recorded. Public Health Units nationwide were contacted to obtain examples of warning signage
employed in their districts.
Results: A total of nine different warning signs were observed and there was little standardisation
between these signs. Some signs contained clear and concise health messages while others did not.
Discussion: The messages on some signs were informative and easy to understand, but their
effectiveness was hindered by the location of signage, as they were located in a position that was
not easily viewed by the public. The icons on some of the signs were not easy to understand without
information of what they represented, and the signs did not contain Te-reo Maori which is beneficial
to the Maori population. Warning signs in other regions such as Waikato, Wellington, and Bay of
Plenty considered the Maori population and included Maori language in their warning signs. The
major problem with the signage in the Taranaki region was that a variety of signs were used and
there was no dominant sign that could be used everywhere to attract the publics attention.
Conclusion: Warning signs in Taranaki have progressed over the years; however there is room for
improvement. Effectiveness of signs currently established can be improved by tactical positioning of
signs in close proximity to water entry points, using appropriate pictures and icons, incorporating
Maori language into warning signs, and through standardisation of signs throughout the region.
Regional Councils, District Councils and District Health Boards all have obligations under the Treaty
of Waitangi in adhering to the principles of partnership, participation, protection and selfdetermination with Maori. A good way to show that these agencies are fulfilling these obligations
would be to consult Maori and local communities with regards to signage suitability (location, size,
content).
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Background
A health warning sign should provide enough information to inform the public of a potential health
risk.1 The message included on the sign and the location of the sign, is also crucial to attract the
attention of the target audience.2
The TRC undertakes microbiological water quality monitoring at a number of popular bathing sites,
during the summer months from November to March.3 The council also tests for planktonic
cyanobacteria at Lake Rotomanu, Waiwhakaiho River, Merrilands Domain, Lake Ratapiko, Lake
Rotokare and Lake Opunake, and monitors the cover of benthic cyanobacteria at nine sites on seven
rivers3 (see appendix 1).
Throughout the recreational water season, water samples are taken at popular bathing sites around
Taranaki, the results of the sampling are compared against the“Microbiological Water Quality Guide
lines for Marine and Freshwater Recreational Areas”. During this process bacteriological indicators
enterococci (marine) and E. coli (freshwater) are used to determine the water quality and therefore
if there are risks of illness associated with that site.1 Under the Microbiological Water Quality
Guidelines it is recommended that the Regional Council carries out the surveillance and alert-level
monitoring, and informs the territorial authority and the Medical Officer of Health if alert or action
levels are reached. In this situation New Plymouth District Council (NPDC), South Taranaki District
Council (STDC), and Stratford District Council (SDC) are required to inform the public and erect
warning signs to warn the public of their risk of illness. The Medical Officer of Health is required to
review the effectiveness of the monitoring and reporting strategy and ensures that the territorial
authority informs the public within agreed timeframes. He or she will also provide public health
advice as required.
In order to ensure all health signs and messages are clear, consistent, and easy to understand from
the publics perspective, the PHU aims to standardise all health signage messaging across the
Taranaki region. This is important so that the public can make informed decisions and avoid
exposure to potential health risks.1 Such risks may include pathogenic micro-organisms which can
cause, gastro-intestinal symptoms, skin infections and respiratory illness.4 Another potential risk is
cyanobacteria which can cause skin irritation and is largely toxic to domestic animals.5 Health risks
associated with contaminated recreational water can occur through direct contact or ingestion
through drinking or consuming sea food taken from unsafe areas.1
Another important health risk is the adverse impact that polluted waterways have on indigenous
peoples such as the Maori. The World Health Organisation defines health as “a state of complete
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physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity”6. The
Ministry of Health acknowledges three models for understanding Maori health, one of the most
commonly referred to model is Sir Mason Duries’ “Te Whare Tapa Whā”. This concept explores the
balance of four dimensions - Taha tinana (physical health), Taha wairua (spiritual health), Taha
whānau (family health), Taha hinengaro (mental health). 7 The Maori concept of health encompasses
cultural identity, social relationships, and the relationship of individuals with their environment in
addition to physical health.8 It is important to understand these concepts to fully grasp the impact
poor quality of recreational water has on the health and wellbeing of Maori.

Methods
Information that applied to the recreational water monitoring system (nationally and locally) was
gathered. This involved finding out where local signage was positioned, determining roles and
responsibilities of the PHU and local authorities, and contacting public health units nationwide to
gain knowledge on the signage currently employed by other regions.
The recreational spots of interest were chosen based on water quality monitoring results for January
2016, and geographical location. This data was recorded on spread sheets (see appendix 2) which
the TRC sent through to the PHU. The areas of choice had resulted in at least one high bacterial
count or at least one high count of cyanobacteria throughout the month. All monitored recreational
sites were visited apart from two sites due to time constraints. These areas included fresh water
sites: Waitara river mouth, Waitara town wharf, Urenui river, Onaero River, Waiwakaiho river
mouth, Lake Rotamanu, Lake Ratapiko, Te Henui stream, Everett Park, Timaru stream, Patea river
mouth, Waingongoro river mouth, Lake Rotokare, and Merrilands Domain, and beach water quality
sites: Fitzroy beach, East End beach, Onaero beach, Oakura beach, Opunake beach, Ohawe beach,
Mana Bay beach, Patea beach, Back beach and Ngamotu beach.
Sites with signage where photographed and the GPS location was recorded to enable analysis of the
appropriateness of signage location, visibility, and consistency of messages. An assessment was
made as to the effectiveness of the health messages for the target population. Signage content was
assessed to determine if the information was effective, appropriate, and informative to its target
population. It was also considered whether an existing sign would be suitable to use across the
entire region.
To determine whether other regions throughout the country had suitable consistent warning signs,
Public Health Units were contacted via email to obtain information on the warning signage currently
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employed in their region. This was greatly responded to which enabled comparison of a range of
different warning signs used around the country.

Results
A total of nine different warning signs were observed throughout Taranaki and there was little
standardisation between these signs. On the 15th and 26th of January signs were located at Oakura
beach, Lake Rotomanu, Waitara river mouth, Waiwakaiho river Mouth, Te Henui stream and
Merrilands Domain. On the 2nd and 3rd of February, signs were located at Fitzroy beach, Ohawe
beach, Lake Rotokare, and Opunake beach. On the 11th of February signs were located at Onaero
River and Bell block beach.
Warning signs used in Taranaki
Site
Oakura
Beach

GPS location
1.)E1681808 N5669891
2.)E1681889 N5669918
3.)E1681760 N5669868

Pictures associated with site

1.)

2.)

3.)

Lake
Rotomanu

1.), 3.) 4.), 5.), 6.), 7.)
E1696310 N5678140
2.)E1696357 N5678341

1.)

4

2.)

3.)

4.)

5.)

6.)

5

7.)
Waiwakaiho
River Mouth

1.)E1695851 N5678422
2.)E1695775 N5678454

1.)

2.)
Waitara
River Mouth

E1706324 N5683851

Fitzroy
Beach

E1695013 N5677577

Ohawe
Beach

1.)E1702592 N5617496
2.)E1702447 N5617554
3.)E1702494 N5617633
4.) E1702605 N5617500

1.)

6

2.)

3.)

4.)
Lake
Rotokare

1.)E1719955 N5634992
2.)E1720362 N5632188
3.)E1720401 N5632109
4.)E1721177 N5631876
5.) E1721240 N5631839
6.) E1721241 N5631840

1.)

2.)

3.)

4.)

5.)

7

6.)
Opunake
Beach

E1673769 N5631839

Te Henui
Stream

E1694205 N5677007

Merrilands
Domain

E1695015 N5677578

Bell block
Beach

E1699242 N5680429
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Waiwakaiho
River

E1696417 N5678396

Onaero
River

E1718164 N5683051

Warning signs utilised in other regions
Region
Auckland
Regional Public
Health Service

Sign

9

Waikato
Public Health
Unit

Bay of Plenty
Toi Te Ora Public Health
Service

Hawkes Bay
District Health
board

10

Southland
District Heath
Board

Wellington
Regional Public
Health Unit

Mid Central
District Health
Board

Discussion
There was a large variation in the signs used to warn the public about health risk throughout
Taranaki. Improvements can be made through locating signs in a position that is easily viewed by
the public, using appropriate pictures and icons, incorporating Maori language into warning signs
through consultation with local Maori and local communities, and through standardisation of signs.
The main problem with signage throughout the Taranaki region was that signage was not
standardised as there was a variety of signs and no dominant sign to attract the attention of the
target audience.
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Nine different warning signs currently established in Taranaki.

While some signs contained clear health messages that were easy for the public to understand, the
effectiveness was hindered by the location of signage as they were located in a position that was not
easily viewed by the public. An example of this is the Waimoku stream site (sign below) which
contained a clear and concise health warning that was easy to understand, however it was not
positioned in places that were easily visible to the public. The sign was positioned near the bridge on
a wall, as seen in the top left photo below. Although the sign could be seen, it was obvious that
people would have to walk across rocks and debris through the stream, in order to read the
information on the sign. Members of the public probably wouldn’t feel the need to do this and
therefore be unaware of the risk to swimming in the stream. This sign was also located on the
stairways (bottom left photo) near the beach; however it was easy to walk past without seeing these
signs, which may have been because they didn’t stand out, were simply unnoticeable or too small. A
better location for these signs would be at the top of these access points such as at the top of the
stairs.

E1681808 N5669891

Waimoku stream heath warning sign. Located at E1681760 N5669868

E1681715 N5669841 (left)
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On the other hand some signs were
positioned appropriately and contained
clear messages. This sign (left) contained
a clear health message and informed the
public of the risk of using the lake by
giving a reason as to why Lake Rotokare
was closed. This sign was positioned at
one of the main access points to the lake
and was easily visible to the public. The
sign could be enhanced by pictures of
what to look out for.

Some signs did not contain clear health messages that
were easy for the public to understand. I found these two
signs (right) to contain conflicting messages.
The icons on the top right sign are not recognisable
without information of what they are representing. The
second icon in the top right photo represents “no
drinking,” however this icon is not easy to interpret. A
more suitable icon to represent this could be a drink
bottle. This sign also does not give reasons as to why it is
unsafe to take part in the activities pictured on the sign
and was also placed in areas where it was actually ok to
participate in some of these activities, such as fishing or
kayaking. This is likely to be because this sign is used as a
cyanobacteria warning as well as an E.coli warning. This
sign was small and it was not easy to spot. Because of this
the wording is not easy to read; therefore signage needs
to be larger. Two different sizes of this sign were observed
at Ohawe beach and the large sign was easier to read than
the smaller signs. This sign could possibly be enhanced by
information of what the images on the sign represent or
pictures which are easy to understand. There should also
be separate warning signs for cyanobacteria and high levels of E.coli.
The bottom right sign above contains a message that is confusing as it is informing the public that
the regional council monitors the water quality, however it is then telling people to check the results
at their website. The “Enjoy your swim” title is confusing as this gives the public the impression it is
safe to swim, when this may not always be the case due to uncommonly high E.coli/ cyanobacteria
levels. This sign could possibly be improved with a code that can be scanned via smart phones to
take you straight to the water quality results on the TRC’s website.
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Some signs also contained details of only one or two of the local authorities. It would be a good idea
to have details of all specific authorities associated with the sign, depending on the district. For
example TRC, NPDC, PHU on signs in the New Plymouth district, TRC, SDC and PHU on signs in
Stratford district and TRC, STDC and PHU on signs in South Taranaki district.

Health warning signage at Lake Rotokare
Some sites tended to be sign posted better than others. Overall Lake Rotokare was the best sign
posted area with a large sign down the road before you reach the entrance of the lake and another
large sign at the entrance of the lake. Although the signs did not give a reason as to why the lake was
closed, there were smaller warning signs which could inform the public of the risk to using the lake.
There were also signs positioned at the main entranced points to the lake, with clear health warning
messages and a reason as to why the lake was closed. These signs were also located in appropriate
positions and were easily visible to the public.
The most poorly sign posted site was Lake Rotomanu and although this area had the highest amount
of signs, they were not easily visible to the public. These signs were small and not easy to spot. The
sign was not easy to understand from the public’s perspective
as there was little information on what the risk to using the
lake was and the icons were not easily recognised. Other
issues associated with this sign have also been covered above.
An “Enjoy the lake” sign was also found in the same place at
coordinates E1696310 N5678140. This was contradictory as
the warning signs placed at Lake Rotomanu were warning the
public of the risk to swimming, while the “Enjoy the lake” was
giving the public the impression the lake is safe to use.
After analysing a range of signage from other regions there did not appear to be much
standardisation of signs in other areas. The Auckland region utilised one type of sign to warn the
public of the health risks associated with some recreational water bodies. Warning signs in other
regions such as Waikato, Wellington, and Bay of Plenty also considered the Maori population and
Maori language was incorporated in their signage which allows for increased notification to Maori
and improved well being of Maori communities.
Overall most regions had a warning system similar to that of Taranaki, as a variety of warning signs
were used in most areas. The most effective warning system would be that of Auckland as there is
one dominant sign used to warn the public of their risk to illness. These signs also contain clear
14

information and pictures which enhance the publics understanding of the risks to using recreational
water in unsafe areas. Taranaki should work on standardising health warning signage, so there is one
main sign that stands out to attract the attention of the public. This would help to inform them of
the risks associated with accessing particular recreational areas.
When visiting sites around the region it was obvious that a number of people used recreational
water sites for various activities even when these areas were sign posted (photos in appendix four).
Therefore warning signs in Taranaki can be improved to better inform the public of potential risks
associated with recreational activities which are undertaken at a particular site. Although a number
of sites were covered throughout this investigation, a limitation could be that there is likely to be
other recreational water bodies that are unknown to the councils and the PHU. Warning signs in
Taranaki as well as in other regions have been thoroughly analysed by just one member of the
public, thus the wider public may have different views and understandings of the various warning
signs used in Taranaki and around the country.
Regional Councils, District Councils and District Health Boards all have obligations under the Treaty
of Waitangi in adhering to the principles of partnership, participation, protection and selfdetermination with Maori. The Treaty of Waitangi obligations for these agencies are written into
section 4 of the Local Government Act 2002, section 8 of the resource Management Act 1991, and
section 4 of the New Zealand Public Health and Disability Act 2000. The concept of kaitiakitanga was
also written into the Resource Management Act 1991. In particular section 7 states that “all persons
exercising functions and powers under it, in relation to managing the use, development, and
protection of natural and physical resources, shall have particular regard to kaitiakitanga”. A
summary of key legislation is provided in appendix three. A good way to show that Regional
Councils, District Councils and District Health Boards are fulfilling these obligations would be to
consult Maori and local communities with regards to signage suitability (location, size, content).

Conclusion
Although warning signs in Taranaki have improved over the years, from signs
used in 1996 (right) to the signs we have today, there is still room for
improvement. Signs currently established throughout the region can be
improved by ensuring health messages are clear and easy for members of
the public to understand. Such messages should also inform the public of
potential risks through giving reasons as to why a particular area is unsafe to
use. Signs should also stand out and be positioned in areas such as main
access points that are easily visible to the public. Icons and pictures used on
signs should be easy to understand or contain information of what the
image represents.
The importance of the Treaty of Waitangi and Maori health concepts must
be addressed by all agencies involved to meet best practice and legislative
obligations. In doing so the water quality management processes may evolve
to better meet the needs of the communities for which they are designed to
protect, including signage, community engagement and consultation.
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Warning Sign 1996

The main improvement to warning signs in Taranaki would be to standardise all warning signage so
that there is one type of warning sign throughout the region. This would minimise signage pollution
and the confusion which could arise due to using a variety of different signs. While some signage
employed by local authorities is adequate, some signage is not and it can be improved. Based on the
results of this study, the following recommendations should heighten awareness of any risks
associated with the monitored recreational water sites in Taranaki.

Recommendations









The Regional Council, District Councils and the Public Health Unit work together to
standardise signs and create one dominant sign for cyanobacteria and one dominant sign for
high E. coli levels
Incorporate Maori language into future warning signs
Partnership, participation and protection as required by the Treaty of Waitangi – advice of
local hapu on the location of signs, and the best ways to alert local people, and wording.
Consultation with local communities that are close to water sampling points about the
appropriateness and effectiveness of current signage and explore options for improvement.
Include details of all specific authorities associated with the sign, depending on the district.
Consider the size of the sign, message, and appropriateness of signage location
Consider using new technology such as Facebook and/or a code which can be scanned via
smart phones, to take you to the latest water quality results on the TRC’s website.

Sign from Mid Central District Health Board which has a code that can be scanned to
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Appendix 1
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Appendix 2
Biological contaminants/ E.coli

Cyanobacteria
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Appendix Three
Resource Management Act 1991
Part 2 of the RMA 1991 Purpose and Principles
Section 5 Purpose, subpart (2) In the Act, sustainable management means managing the use,
development, and protection of natural and physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables
people and communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural well-being and for their
health and safety while - ….
Section 6 Matters of national importance
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it, in relation
to managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources shall recognise
and provide for the following matters of national importance:
Subsection (e) the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands,
water, sites, wahi tapu, and other taonga
Subsection (g) the protection of protected customary rights
Section 7 Other matters
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it, in relation
to managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources, shall have
particular regard to –
(a) Kaitiakitanag
(aa) the ethic of stewardship
Section 8 Treaty of Waitangi
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under it, in relation
to managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources, shall take into
account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi).
Local Government Act 2002
Section 4 Treaty of Waitangi
In order to recognise and respect the Crown’s responsibility to take appropriate account of the
principles of the Treaty of Waitangi and to maintain and improve opportunities for Māori to
contribute to local government decision-making processes, Parts 2 and 6 provide principles and
requirements for local authorities that are intended to facilitate participation by Māori in local
authority decision-making processes.
New Zealand Public Health and Disability Act 2000
Section 4 Treaty of Waitangi
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In order to recognise and respect the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, and with a view to
improving health outcomes for Maori, Part 3 provides for mechanisms to enable Maori to contribute
to decision-making on, and to participate in the delivery of, health and disability services.
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Appendix Four

Stream at Ohawe Beach

Waimoku Stream at Oakura Beach

Waimoku Stream at Oakura Beach
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